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 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.
 Therefore the curve cut from the sphere by the cone whose
 vertex is 0 and base the conic is such that the sum of the
 distances on the sphere from any point to the fixed points F and
 I is constant.
 Such a proof would seem to be in place in books on
 Geometrical Conics, in which case one might add that the lines
 OF and OH are called focal lines of the quadric cone.
 [The above definition of a quadric cone is evidently equivalent
 to the following:
 The locus of a point whose distance from a fixed line (the
 focal axis) is proportional to its distance from a fixed plane
 (the directrix plane) is called a quadric cone. In the figure the
 focal axis is the line OF, and the directrix plane is the plane
 through 0 and the directrix of the base conic APA'.
 From its analogy with the usual definition of a conic, this
 would seem to be the best form for a metrical definition of a
 quadric cone. While there is no use in developing to any great
 extent a synthetic theory of the cone, yet it might be well to
 say something about it in synthetic books on Conics. For a
 projective account reference should be made to the translation
 by Holgate of Rleye's " Geometric der Lage" (Macmillan).]
 FRANK MORLEY.
 [R. 1. a.]
 ON TIE EXPRESSION, "MOTION AT AN INSTANT."
 Abstract of a Paper read before the Association, Jan. 21, 1899.
 IN a recent review1 of Prof. W. B. Smith's "Infinitesimal
 Calculus," fault is found with his statement that "In all strict-
 ness there can be no motion at an inzstant, and hence no speed
 (or velocity) at an instant. The concept of speed (or velocity)
 or motion will not combine with the concept of instant (or point
 of time) to form a compound concept." Part of the reviewer's
 criticism is as follows: "If we allow that motion at an instant
 is impossible, how are we to escape from Zeno's paradoxical
 conclusion that all motion is impossible ? How can I move from
 one place to another during a minute, say, if at every instant of
 that interval motion is impossible ?"
 Now, it cannot be too clearly insisted that an instant does
 not denote an infinitesimally short period, but that it has no
 duration. It is not to be thought of as in any way resembling
 the limit of an interval which decreases without limit. Whilst
 by motion we denote, as defined by Clerk Maxwell, " a change of
 configuration taking place during a certain time, and in a con-
 1NVature, Dec. 15, 1898.
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 "MOTION AT AN INSTANT."
 tinuous manner." It would seem then that the concept ntotion
 demands extension in time, whilst the concept instant denies
 it, and so I find, with Prof. Smith, that the two will not
 combine.
 The paradox to which the reviewer refers is stated thus 1: " So
 long as anything is in one and the same space it is at rest.
 Hence an arrow is at rest during every moment of its flight,
 and therefore also during the whole of its flight." The difficulty
 here lies in the sense to be attributed to the word moment.
 "During" implies duration, and hence it should denote an
 interval, but the arrow does not occupy the same position during
 any interval, however short. At an instant it occupies only
 one position; no point on it is in two places at once; but at any
 other instant, however near, it occupies a different position, and
 the conclusion that the arrow is at rest "during the whole of its
 flight" would only follow if by any repetition of the instants at
 each of which it is in one position, we could obtain the interval
 during which the flight lasts. This we cannot do. Numerical
 multiplication, whether infinite or not, is insufficient to convert
 an instant into an interval. The same fallacy of confusion
 would seem to underlie the reviewer's question quoted above.
 Either the minute is made up of instants, which would then be
 infinitesimal intervals, during each of which motion is pos-
 sible; or else the two clauses of the sentence are mutually
 irrelevant.
 There is a sense in which we do talk of "motion at an
 instant," and a definition of the expression is given in all text-
 books of mechanics. The following is due to Clifford: "If there
 is a certain velocity to which the mean velocity during the
 interval succeeding a given instant can be made to approach as
 near as we like by taking the interval small enough, then that
 velocity is called the instantaneous velocity of the body at the
 given instant." In this sense the words are used, not as convey-
 ing any meaning in themselves, but as an abbreviated form of
 expression for an idea which we cannot state completely without
 a good many words. But the expression is one with which we
 are so familiar that we are apt to forget this, and to think that
 the meaning must be contained in the expression itself. Take,
 for example, the case of a stone falling to the ground. At the
 instant it hits the ground we say it is moving at a certain
 definite rate. Let us for a moment suppose that the stone is
 stopped instantaneously, a condition unrealizable physically, but
 presenting a definite kinematic problem. Is the stone moving
 or not, at that instant ? When I say that a body is moving at
 a certain instant, I mean (in accordance with the definition just
 1 Encyclopaedia Britannica, sub "Zeno."
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 quoted) that, if I compare its position at that instant, with its
 position at another instant sufficiently near to the first, I shall
 find that there has been a displacement. In the case considered,
 the stone is moving if the comparison be made with past time,
 it is not moving if the comparison be made with future time.
 But if the question be taken as complete in itself, it does not
 admit of an answer. The instant of stoppage is the boundary
 between the time during which there is motion, and that during
 which there is no motion; and this is true whether we suppose
 the stoppage to be abrupt or not.
 It may be urged that a complete solution of the kinematic
 problem of the motion of a point is given by the curve of
 position, and that the tangent to the curve at any point gives a
 measure of the velocity at the corresponding instant. This is
 true, but this means of representation is only an analogy, and
 must not be pushed too far. Our idea of time is one dimensional;
 our idea of the velocity of a point is obtained by a combination
 of this with that of one-dimensional space, but the two concepts,
 time and space, in the original problem do not resemble one
 another in the same way as the two dimensions of space in the
 analogy. So far as the curve is merely at the point, it has no
 tangent. When I speak of the tangent at a point, I mean a line
 which meets the curve at the point-has both its co-ordinates
 the same as those of the curve and touches the curve in the
 immediate neighbourhood. The line is "at the point" in a way
 which presents no analogy to " at the instant." So far as the
 analogy holds, the position of the point defines the part of the
 curve to be considered in approaching the limiting position of
 the chord, the instant defines the portion of time to be con-
 sidered in determining the limit to which the velocity
 approaches.
 To the phrase " motion at an instant," if it is regarded as con-
 noting neither more nor less than is contained in the definition
 quoted above, I have no objection; some expression for this
 limit is necessary, and I cannot suggest a better; but, if it is
 maintained that the words can be understood without reference
 to this definition, I must confess that I for one ami unable so
 to understand them. S. A. SAUNDER.
 A. 2. a.; L1. 10. a.]
 PORISMATIC EQUATIONS.
 Read before the Mathematical Association on January 21st, 1899.
 1. Some idea of a system of such equations may be given in
 order to clear the way.
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